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We have developed the system of 
Wood Blocks to build beautiful,  
strong raised  planting beds, 
ponds, planters, retaining walls, 
street furniture and more.

Each wooden block is made from Each wooden block is made from 
the highest quality timber which is 

pressure-treated twice.

The Wood Blocks system is waste 
free and the Blocks are easy to 
handle due to them being
lightweight and durable.

Wood Blocks system fits together Wood Blocks system fits together 
with wooden dowels.

What is
“WOOD 
BLOCKS”?
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Landscape
Your Garden with 
Wood BlocksÌts EASY

   No technical skills are needed to build a structure. We will supply you 
with instructions for your build. The blocks go together quickly and 
easily, with no need for power tools or special  equipment. There’s also no 
need for foundations, and they can be sited on any surface – soil, grass, 
concrete.



Heigher planters
help rooting and are
much beer for larger
crops in smaller space
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Growing and
harvesting has never

been easier
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The Wood Block
modular system is

simple and easy for everyone,
plan by yourself or let as help you to design
the perfect solution for your project

Raised beds are ideal
to get beer drainage
and they warm up

quicker



Our modular system
makes it easy and simple to add

beautiful timber seating to your garden.
Just choose one of our pre-designed benches or get some

Wood Blocks and start your own idea
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Wood Blocks 
are ideal to 
build seating 
space
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Benches fit perfectly into any landscaping
environment  and can be designed in various styles
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Create beautiful 
raised ponds with 
water  features for 
your garden

Retaining Walls
are easy to build. There is no 
need for power tools to cut and 
assemble. Hills and slopes can
be turned into terraces and
flat lawns, with additional

built in steps andbuilt in steps and
benches

Sandpit with a Bench
for the young ones
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* The retaining walls can be build up to 1,5 m high
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Great solution for
any limited space,
be it a roof or a
small garden

Turn your
idea into a beautiful
raised pond
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